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Abstract

The problem of Pairwise CFL-reachability is to decide
whether two given program locations in different threads
are simultaneously reachable in the presence of recursion
in threads and scheduling constraints imposed by synchro-
nization primitives. Pairwise CFL-reachability is the core
problem underlying concurrent program analysis especially
dataflow analysis. Unfortunately, it is undecidable even for
the most commonly used synchronization primitive, i.e., mu-
tex locks. Lock usage in concurrent programs can be char-
acterized in terms of lock chains, where a sequence of mutex
locks is said to be chained if the scopes of adjacent (non-
nested) mutexes overlap. Although pairwise reachability is
known to decidable for threads interacting via nested locks,
i.e., chains of length one, these techniques don’t extend to
programs with non-nested locks used in crucial applications
like databases and device drivers. In this paper, we exploit
the fact that lock usage patterns in real life programs do not
produce unbounded lock chains. For such programs, we
show that pairwise CFL-reachability becomes decidable.
Towards that end, we formulate small model properties that
bound the lengths of paths that need to be traversed in or-
der to reach a given pair of control states. Our new results
narrow the decidability gap for pairwise CFL-reachability
by providing a more refined characterization for it in terms
of boundedness of lock chains rather than the current state-
of-the-art, i.e., nestedness of locks (chains of length one).

1 Introduction
Dataflow analysis is an indispensable technique for ana-

lyzing large scale sequential programs. For concurrent pro-
grams, however, it has proven to be an undecidable problem
[12]. This has created a huge gap in terms of the tech-
niques required to meaningfully analyze concurrent pro-
grams (which must satisfy the two key criteria of achieving
precisionwhile ensuringscalability) and what the current
state-of-the-art offers.

The key obstacle in the dataflow analysis of concurrent

programs is to determine for a control locationl in a given
thread, how the other threads could affect dataflow facts atl.
Equivalently, one may view this problem as one of delineat-
ing transactions, i.e., sections of code that can be executed
atomically, based on the dataflow analysis being carried
out. The various possible interleavings of these atomic sec-
tions then determines interference across threads. The chal-
lenge in analyzing multi-threaded programs, therefore, lies
in delineating transactions accurately, automatically and ef-
ficiently in the presence of scheduling constraints imposed
by synchronization primitives and shared variables. It has
been shown [6] that the effects of shared variables on trans-
action delineation can be captured via the use of sound nu-
merical invariants like ranges, octagons and polyhedra.This
reduces the problem of transaction delineation for threads
interacting via shared variables and synchronization prim-
itives to threads interacting purely using synchronization
primitives such as locks and wait/notify.

The problem of synchronization-based transaction delin-
eation is intimately connected with the problem ofpairwise
CFL-reachabilitywhich is to decide whether two given pro-
gram locationsc1 andc2 in threadsT1 andT2, respectively,
are simultaneously reachable in the presence of recursion in
threads and scheduling constraints imposed by synchroniza-
tion primitives. Indeed, in a global stateg, a context switch
is required at locationl of threadT where a shared vari-
ablesh is accessed only if starting atg, some other thread
currently at locationm can reach another locationm′ with
an access tosh that conflicts withl, i.e., l andm′ are pair-
wise CFL-reachable froml andm. In that case, we need
to consider both interleavings wherein eitherl or m′ is exe-
cuted first thereby requiring a context switch atl. Thus the
fundamental problem underlying dataflow analysis of con-
current programs is to decide pairwise CFL-reachability for
threads with recursive procedures that communicate using
standard synchronization primitives like locks, wait/notifies
and broadcasts. In this paper, we focus on pairwise CFL-
reachability for threads interacting via the most commonly
used primitive, i.e., mutex locks.
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Pairwise CFL-reachability has been shown to be decid-
able for threads interacting via nested locks [8]. However,
even though the use of nested locks remains the most pop-
ular lock usage paradigm there are niche applications, like
databases, wherelock chainingis required. Chaining occurs
when the scopes of two mutexes overlap. When one mu-
tex is required the code enters a region where another mu-
tex is required. After successfully locking that second mu-
tex, the first one is no longer needed and is released. Lock
chaining is an essential tool that is used for enforcing serial-
ization, particularly in database applications. For instance,
the two-phase commit protocol [14] which lies at the heart
of serialization in databases uses lock chains of length2.
Another classic example where non-nested locks occur fre-
quently are programs that use both mutexes and Wait/Notify
statements. In Java and the Pthreads Library, Wait/Notify
statements require the use of mutexes on the objects being
waited on. These mutexes typically interact with existing
locks to produce non-nesting. Current techniques cannot be
used to reason about such non-nested locks.

In this paper, we show that pairwise reachability is de-
cidable not only for threads interacting via nested locks but
also non-nested locks with bounded lock chains. These lock
usage patterns cover almost all cases of practical interest
encountered in real-life programs. Note that we don’t insist
that all lock usage should should be in the form of bounded
chains. All we require is that if lock chains exist then they
are bounded in length.

In order to show decidability, we formulate a small
model property for pairwise CFL-reachability that bounds
the lengths of paths that need to be traversed in order to
reach a given pair of control states(c1, c2). Apart from be-
ing of theoretical interest, small model properties are partic-
ularly desirable as they allow us to reduce pairwise reacha-
bility for threads, even those with recursive procedures, to
model checking afinite state system. This enables us to
exploit the use of powerful symbolic techniques that have
been developed for exploring finite state systems and which
do not extend easily to recursive programs which typically
have infinitely many states.

Importantly, our techniques also narrow the known
decidability/undecidability divide for pairwise CFL-
reachability. The prior state-of-the-art characterization of
decidability vs. undecidability for threads interacting via
locks was in terms of nestedness vs. non-nestedness of
locks. We show that decidability can be re-characterized in
terms of boundedness vs. unboundedness of lock chains.
Since nested locks form chains of length one, our results
are strictly more powerful than the existing ones. Thus,
our new results narrow the decidability gap by providing
a more refined characterization for the decidability of
pairwise CFL-reachability in threads.

To sum up, the specific contributions of the paper are:

1. extending the decidability envelope for pairwise CFL-
reachability to concurrent programs with non-nested lock
usage in which every lock chain is bounded.

2. small model properties for pairwise CFL-reachability
that reduce the problem of pairwise CFL-reachability to
model checking a finite state system thereby enabling us
to leverage powerful state space exploration techniques.

3. providing a more refined characterization of decid-
ability of pairwise CFL-reachability in terms of bounded-
ness of lock chains as opposed to nestedness of locks.

2 System Model
We consider concurrent programs comprised of threads

modeled as Pushdown Systems (PDSs) [2] that interact with
each other using synchronization primitives. PDSs are a
natural model for abstractly interpreted programs used in
key applications like dataflow analysis [9]. A PDS has a fi-
nite control part corresponding to the valuation of the vari-
ables of a thread and a stack which provides a means to
model recursion.

Formally, a PDS is a five-tupleP = (Q, Act, Γ, c0, ∆),
whereQ is a finite set ofcontrol locations, Act is a fi-
nite set ofactions, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, and∆ ⊆
(Q × Γ) × Act × (Q × Γ∗) is a finite set oftransitions. If

((p, γ), a, (p′, w)) ∈ ∆ then we write〈p, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈p′, w〉. A

configurationof P is a pair〈p, w〉, wherep ∈ Q denotes
the control location andw ∈ Γ∗ thestack content. We call
c0 the initial configurationof P . The set of all configura-
tions ofP is denoted byC. For each actiona, we define a
relation

a
→⊆ C × C as follows: if 〈q, γ〉

a
→֒ 〈q′, w〉, then

〈q, γv〉
a
→ 〈q′, wv〉 for everyv ∈ Γ∗ – in which case we

say that〈q′, wv〉 results from〈q′, γv〉 by firing the transi-

tion 〈q, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈q′, w〉 of P . A sequencex = x0, x1, ... of

configurations ofP is acomputationif x0 is the initial con-
figuration ofP and for eachi, xi

a
→ xi+1, wherea ∈ Act.

We model a concurrent program withn threads andm
locks l1, ..., lm as a tuple of the formCP = (T1, ..., Tn,

L1, ..., Lm), whereT1,...,Tn are pushdown systems (repre-
senting threads) with the same setAct of non-acquireand
non-releaseactions, and for eachi, Li ⊆ {⊥, 1, ..., n} is the
possible set of values that lockli can be assigned. A global
configuration ofCP is a tuplec = (t1, ..., tn, l1, ..., lm)
where t1, ..., tn are, respectively, the configurations of
threadsT1, ..., Tn and l1, ..., lm the values of the locks. If
no thread holds the lockli in configurationc, thenli =⊥,
elseli is the index of the thread currently holdingli. The
initial global configuration ofCP is (c1, ..., cn,⊥, ...,⊥),
whereci is the initial configuration of threadTi. Thus all
locks arefree to start with. We extend the relation

a
−→ to

pairs of global configurations ofCP in the standard way by
encoding the interleaved parallel composition ofT1, ..., Tn.

A sequencex = x0, x1, ... of global configurations of
CP is acomputationif x0 is the initial global configuration
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of CP and for eachi, xi
a
→ xi+1, where eithera ∈ Act or

for some1 ≤ j ≤ m, a = release(lj) or a = acquire(lj).

Nested PDSs. Abstractly interpreted programs can be
translated to PDSs in a natural fashion by letting the con-
trol state of the PDS track dataflow facts and letting the
stack track the current location of the program counter and
the calling context (sequence of function calls) (cf. [9]).
Towards that end, each intra-procedural transitiontr of the
given program from locationsl1 to l2 is modeled via a PDS
transition of the form〈f1, l1〉 →֒ 〈f2, l2〉, wheref1 and
f2 are the dataflow facts before and after the execution of
tr. On the other hand, a call to functionh from location
lcall of function g is modeled via a transition of the form
〈f, lcall〉 →֒ 〈f, lreturnhentry〉, wherelreturn is the return
location ing for the call toh, hentry is the entry location
of h andf is a dataflow fact (which is unchanged during
the function call). Finally, a return of functionh from loca-
tion l is modeled via a transition of the form〈f, l〉 →֒ 〈f, ǫ〉
which pops the top symbol from the stack.

We observe that intra-procedural thread operations are
modeled via PDS transitions that change the symbol at the
top of the stack without affecting its height which can be
changed only via transitions modeling function calls (in-
crease height by one) and returns (decrease height by one).
Transitions modeling function calls and returns are referred
to asstack pushandstack poptransitions of the resulting
PDSP , respectively. Collectively both types of transitions
are referred to asstacktransitions. Each push stack transi-
tion modeling a function callfc is designated anfcpush tran-
sition and any pop stack transition modeling a return offc is
designated anfcpop transition. Transitions of the PDS mod-
eling intra-procedural transitions of the sequential program
are labeled asnon-stacktransitions as they do not modify
the height of the stack. By abuse of notation, we also refer
to transitionsu → v, whereu andv are configurations ofP ,
resulting from the firing of push and pop stack transitions of
P , as push and pop stack transitions, respectively.

In a sequential program, function calls and returns are
nested. This ensures that along each computation of a PDS
modeling a sequential program there exists a one-to-one
mapping from each stack transition popping an exit loca-
tion of functionf , say, to the last stack push transition that
increased the height of the stack to its current value by push-
ing the entry locationfentry of f and which has not yet been
popped. We call such a PDSnested. This motivates the fol-
lowing simple definitions.

Definition (Matching Call). Given a computationx =
x0...xn of a nested PDSP , we say that fcpush and fcpop

transitionstri : xi → xi+1 and trj : xj → xj+1, respec-
tively, fired alongx are matching ifj > i and an equal
number of push and pop transitions are fired along the sub-
sequencexi+1...xj . If along x a matching pop transition

does not exist for a push transitiontrk then we denote its
matching pop transition bytr∞.

Given a computationx, the sub-sequence of transitions fired
alongx between a pair of matching push and pop transi-
tions tri andtri′ , respectively, is called afunction callof
the given PDSP and is denoted by(tri, tri′). If tri andtri′

result from the firing of stack transitionsfcpush and fcpop,
respectively, ofP , then(tri, tri′) is called an execution of
the call-return pair(fcpush, fcpop) of P .

Definition (Nested Calls).Let (tri, tri′ ) and(trj , trj′ ) be
function calls executed along a computationx of a nested
PDS. We say that(trj , trj′ ) is nested within(tri, tri′ ) if
i < j and eitheri′ = ∞ = j′ or j′ < i′.

Definition (Non-Nested Calls). A function call(tri, tri′)
executed along a computationx of a nested PDS is said to
be non-nested if there does not exist another function call
(trj , trj′) executed alongx such that(tri, tri′ ) is nested
within (trj , trj′ ).

3 Paper Outline

Our strategy for showing a small model property for pair-
wise CFL-reachability in concurrent programs is as follows:

1. We first show asequential small modelproperty
(sec. 4) for CFL-reachability of a control state in a sequen-
tial program, i.e., in an individual thread.

2. We then leverage this sequential small model property
to show a small model property for pairwise reachability of
control locationsc1 and c2 in threadsT1 andT2, respec-
tively, of the given concurrent programCP. Let c1 andc2

be pairwise reachable via a global computationx of CP.
If xi is the local computation ofTi alongx then using the
sequential small model property we can construct a small
modelyi from xi leading toci. However, naively applying
the sequential small model property does not guarantee that
the resultingyis can be interleaved to form a valid global
computation ofCP leading to(c1, c2). In order to ensure
that, we leverage the use of a lock causality graph [6]. With
a pair of local computationsx1 andx2 of threadsT1 andT2,
leading to control locationsc1 andc2, respectively, one can
associate a lock causality graphG(x1,x2) having the use-
ful property that(c1, c2) are pairwise reachable via a global
computation resulting from an interleaving ofx1 andx2 if
and only ifG(x1,x2) is acyclic. Our strategy is to exploit the
sequential small model property to produce a small model
yi for xi while ensuring thatG(y1,y2) is acyclic.

4 Sequential Small Model Property

In order to exhibit a small model property for control
state CFL-reachability in sequential programs, we leverage
the horizontalandvertical bounding lemmas. Intuitively,
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Figure 1. Horizontal Reduction

the horizontal bounding lemma limits the number of non-
nested function calls that need be fired along a computa-
tion in order to reachc. However, the horizontal bounding
lemma does not limit the number of function calls that could
be nested within these non-nested calls. Bounding the call
depth of functions is accomplished via the vertical bound-
ing lemma. Combining these two lemmas then enables us
to limit the total length of a computation path required to
reach a control statec.

Horizontal Reduction. The key idea behind the horizon-
tal reduction lemma is captured in a path transformation
that we refer to as horizontal reduction. Intuitively, if the
same configuration is repeated along a computationx of
PDS P as, say,xi and xj , then we can short-circuit the
sub-computation fromxi to xj (see fig. 1). Formally, let
x = x0...xn be a computation sequence ofP and lety be
a computation ofP that is also a subsequence ofx then
we say thaty is gotten fromx via a horizontal reduction if
there exist configurationsxi andxj , wherei < j, such that
xi = xj , i.e., both the control state and the stack content are
the same, andy = x0...xixj+1...xn.

Let tri : xi → xi+1 be the first push transition fired
alongx and lettri′ : xi′ → xi′+1 be its matching pop tran-
sition. Furthermore, letxj → xj+1 be the first push transi-
tion occurring afterxi′ alongx andxj′ → xj′+1 it match-
ing pop transition. Note that, by definition ofj, no stack
transition can be fired along the sub-sequencexi′+1...xj .
Continuing in this fashion, we see thatx can be parsed as
x = L0N0...LkNkLk+1, whereLi is a (possibly empty)
sequence of non-stack transitions andNi is a sequence re-
sulting from the execution of a non-nested function call of
P . Note that all configurations occurring alongLi have the
same stack content except possibly the top symbol in the
stack. Moreover, we can, by repeatedly applying horizon-
tal reduction, ensure that each configuration need occur at
most once alongx. Thus we see that for each control state
d and stack alphabeta ∈ Γ, there occurs at most one con-
figuration along allLis in control stated and havinga at
the top of its stack. Hence,

∑
i |Li| ≤ |Q||Γ|, where|Q|

is the number of control states and|Γ| the size of the stack
alphabet ofP .

Moreover, since all function calls executing the same
call-return pair ofP must occur from configurations with
the same control state, and since, as discussed above, there
can occur at most|Γ| configurations in a given control state
along allLis, there exists at most|Γ| non-nested function
call executions of each call-return pair alongy. Formally,

xi xi′

xj xj′

xi xi′

xj

xi

(a) Matched (b) Unmatched

b

xi

Figure 2. Vertical Reduction

Proposition 1 (Horizontal Bounding Lemma). Let x be
a finite computation of a nested PDSP leading to control
statec. Then there exists a computationy of P leading
to c such that (i)y is a sub-sequence ofx, and (ii) y can
be written asy = L0N0...LkNkLk+1, where (a)Li is a
(possibly empty) sequence of non-stack transitions, (b)Ni

is a sequence resulting from the execution of a non-nested
function call, and (c)

∑
i |Li| ≤ |Q||Γ| and k ≤ |Γ||F |,

where|F | is the number of stack push transitions ofP .

Vertical Reduction. The key idea behind vertical reduction
is that if there are two executions sayfcout : (xi, xi′) and
fcin : (xj , xj′ ) of the same call-return pair ofP , with fcin

nested withinfcout, then we need only execute the inner
one (see fig. 2). To see why the resulting computation is
valid, let(xk, xk′) be the execution of a function call that re-
turns, i.e.,k′ < ∞. Because the given PDSP is nested, any
stack push transition fired along(xk, xk′ ) is matched by a
pop transition fired along(xk, xk′ ). Moreover the execution
of a stack push transition increases the height of the stack
by one whereas the execution of a pop transition decreases
it by one. Thus for each transition fired along(xk, xk′) that
increases the height of the stack there is a matching tran-
sition fired along(xk, xk′ ) that decreases it by exactly the
same amount. As a result, the execution of(xk, xk′) leaves
the contents of the stack unchanged. Thus iffcin andfcout

both return, we have that bothfcin andfcout leave the stack
unchanged. Sincefcin andfcout are executions of the same
call-return pair, they start and end at the same control loca-
tion. Using the above two facts, we have that if starting at
xi we executefcin instead offcout we end up in the same
configuration, i.e.,xi′+1. Finally, because the given PDS is
nested, we have that all function calls executed duringfcin

do not depend on any transition executed beforefcin started
executing. Thusfcin can indeed be executed starting atxi.

Note that the above argument assumed that both the calls
fcout and fcin return (see fig. 2 (a)). A similar argument
applies to the case when both these calls are unmatched
i′ = ∞ = j′ (see fig. 2 (b)). In that case, starting at
xi we execute the sub-sequencexj ..xn instead of the sub-
sequencexi...xn. Thus we have

Proposition 2. (Vertical Bounding Lemma).Letx be a fi-
nite computation of a nested PDSP leading to control state
c. Then there exists a computationy of P leading toc such
that (i) y is a subsequence ofx, and (ii) alongy there do
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not exist two function call executions fc1 : (tri, tri′ ) and
fc2 : (trj , trj′) of the same call-return pair ofP with fc1
nested within fc2 unlessi′ < ∞ andj′ = ∞.

Since a non-returning (unmatched) function call execution
of a call-return pair cannot be nested within a returning ex-
ecution of the same pair, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3. (Depth-2 Bounding). Letx be a computation
of minimum length leading to control locationc. If fc0,...,
fck is a sequence of function call executions of the same
call-return pair alongx such that for eachi, fci is nested
within fci+1, thenk ≤ 1.

Sequential Small Model Property.By leveraging the hor-
izontal and vertical reduction lemmas, we can show the
desired small model property for control state reachabil-
ity in a nested PDS. Letx be a computation leading to
control locationc. As described above, we start by pars-
ing x as x = L0N0...LkNkLk+1, whereLi is a (pos-
sibly empty) sequence of non-stack transitions andNi is
a sequence resulting from the execution of a non-nested
function call. From the horizontal bounding lemma, we
have that

∑
i |Li| ≤ |Q||Γ| andk ≤ |F ||Γ|. Thus|x| =∑

i |Li| +
∑

i |Ni| ≤ |Q||Γ| +
∑

i |Ni|.
To formulate the small model property, we have to

bound
∑

i |Ni| for which we leverage the vertical bound-
ing lemma. In order to bound the length ofNi we
can, as above, parse eachNi = xi0...xiji

as Ni =
Li0Ni0...Lini

Nini
Li(ni+1), whereLij is a maximal sub-

sequence ofNi without a stack transition andNij are seg-
ments resulting from the firing of a non-nested function
call along the subsequenceN ′

i = xi0+1...xiji−1. Repeat-
ing the above procedure, we recursively break down each
non-nested callNinp

, wherep ∈ [0..ni], into smaller non-
nested calls till we end up with subsequences ofx with-
out any stack transitions. We can then construct a tree
Tx with these nested calls as nodes. LetN be a non-
nested call encountered in our procedure. IfN is parsed
asN = L0N0...LkNkLk+1 then the children ofN in Tx

areN0, ..., Nk. Note that eachNi is nested withinN . Thus
each path inTx starting at the root is comprised of a series
of function calls such that each call is nested within each
of its ancestors. A key observation is that from the depth-2
bounding result, it follows that along any path ofTx there
cannot exist more than two nodes representing executions
of the same call-return pair ofP . Thus the length of each
path inTx is at mostd, whered is the maximumcall depth
of the given PDSP , i.e., the maximum stack depth of any
reachable configuration ofP under the assumption that each
function call is executed at most twice. Clearlyd ≤ 2|F |,
where|F | is the number of stack push transitions ofP .

With the noden of Tx corresponding to a non-nested
segmentN = L0N0 ... LkNkLk+1 encountered in our re-
cursive procedure, we associate the set of non-stack transi-

tions occurring along the sequencesL0, ..., Lk+1, and the
weight

∑
j |Lj | (the number of non-stack transitions fired

alongN ). Recall that starting atN , our recursive proce-
dure terminates when we end up with a sequenceN ′ that
has no stack transitions executed along it. At that point
each transition inN will have been accounted for as a non-
stack transition associated either with noden or one of its
descendants. Thus each transition ofx is associated with
exactly one node ofTx and so the length ofx is bounded
by the sum of weights of all nodes inTx. As discussed
above,

∑
j |Lj| ≤ |Q||Γ|, i.e., the weight of each node is

at most|Q||Γ|. Thus |x| ≤ |Q||Γ|(|Tx|), where |Tx| is
the number of nodes inTx. By the horizontal bounding
lemmak ≤ |F ||Γ|, i.e., the out-degree of each node is at
most |F ||Γ|. Let d be the maximum length of a path in
Tx. Then the total number of nodes inTx is bounded by
1 + (|Γ||F |) + (|Γ||F |)2 + ... + (|Γ||F |)d−1 ≤ (|Γ||F |)d.
Thus the total length ofx is at most|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d, where
d ≤ 2|F | is the maximum call depth ofP .

Theorem 4. (Sequential Small Model Property).Let P

be nested pushdown system and letc be a reachable control
state ofP . Then there exists a pathy of P leading toc

of length at most|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d, where|Q| is the number
of control states ofP , |Γ| is the size of the stack alphabet
of P , |F | is the number of stack push transitions ofP and
d ≤ 2|F | is the maximum call depth inP .

Generalized Sequential Small Model Property. The
small model result allows us to bound the length of a path
from the initial state of a PDS to a given control statec.
For some applications, we are interested in constructing
a smaller modely from x, while preserving not only the
initial and final control states but also a given set of in-
termediate control states occurring alongx. Formally, let
xi0 = 〈ci0 , uio

〉, ..., xil
= 〈cil

, uil
〉, wherei0 < ... <

il = n, be the configurations occurring alongx = x0...xn

whose control states need to be preserved. Our goal is to
bound the length of a computationy having configurations
yj0 = 〈ci0 , vj0〉, ..., yjl

= 〈cil
, vjl

〉, wherej0 < ... < jl,
that preserve the control states ofxi0 , ..., xil

, respectively.
Note that we require that only the control states be preserved
and not the stack contents.

We start with the case whenl = 2, i.e., we need to
preserve the control state of only one intermediate config-
uration, sayxi = 〈c, u〉. If we naively apply horizontal
and vertical reductions, then we might delete the configu-
rationxi whose control state we want to preserve. In order
to avoid deletion of the control state ofxi, we apply the
reductions individually to the subsequencesx1 = x0...xi

andx2 = xi...xn of x. Applying the horizontal reduction
presents no problems. However, in applying the vertical re-
duction we have to be careful about functions callsfc span-
ning xi, viz., those that start executing beforexi but finish
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afterxi alongx. If fc : (xj , xj′ ) is function call spanning
xi then we have to ensure that in applying the vertical reduc-
tion either both its calling and returning configurations, i.e.,
xj andxj′ respectively, are preserved or both are deleted.
Additionally, there could be an unbounded number of func-
tion calls that spanxi = 〈c, u〉, i.e.,u could be of arbitrary
depth. In order to produce a small modely for x, we start by
limiting the depth ofu. Using the vertical reduction result,
we see, as before, that if there are two nested function call
executions of the same call-return pair spanningxi, then we
need execute only the inner one. Thus there can be at most
two executions of the same call-return pair spanningxi. In
other words, the depth ofu need be at mostd, whered is
the maximum call depth ofP . Note that executing only the
inner call ensures that the control state ofxi is preserved.
However, there will be a reduction in its stack depth as some
of the spanning function calls will not be executed.

Let (xi1 , xj1 ), ..., (xim
, xjm

), wherei1 < ... < im < i

and m ≤ d be the function calls spanningxi. Sup-
pose thatk is the maximum indexh such thatjh < ∞.
These call and return points decompose the pathx into seg-
mentss1 = x0...xi1 , s2 = xi1 ...xi2 ,...,sm+1 = xim

...xi,
sm+2 = xi...xj1 ,..., sm+k+2 = xjk

...xn. All we need
to do now is apply the sequential small model property
to each of these segments and then concatenate the result-
ing segments to get the desired small model. Applying the
small model property to each of the segments instead of the
entire computation ensures thatxi and none of the span-
ning function calls are truncated. Since there are at most
2d + 2 segments, and since by the sequential small model
result the length of each segment is at most|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d,
the total length of the resulting small model is at most
(m + k + 2)|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d ≤ (2d + 2)|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d.

Now suppose that we need to preserve the control states
of a setC of configurations occurring alongx instead of
just one. Then using an approach similar to the above (see
full-paper for details [1]), we can show the following

Theorem 5 (Generalized Small Model)Let x = x0...xn

be a computation of a nested PDSP and letxi0 = 〈ci0 , ui0〉,
..., xik−1

= 〈cik−1
, uik−1

〉, wherei0 < ... < ik−1 = n,
be configurations alongx. Then there exists a computa-
tion y = y0...ym of P of length at most(2dklog(k) +
2)(|Q||Γ|(|Γ||F |)d) having configurationsyj0 = 〈 ci0 , vj0〉,
..., yjk−1

= 〈cik−1
, vjk−1

〉, wherej0 < ... < jk−1 = m.

5 Concurrent Small Model Property
Pairwise CFL-reachability is undecidable for two threads

interacting purely via locks but decidable if the locks are
nested [7]. Non-nested usage of locks can be characterized
in terms of lock chains.

Definition (Lock Chains). Given a computationx of a con-
current programCP, a lock chain of threadT of CP is a se-
quence of lock acquisition statementsacq1, ..., acqn fired by

Algorithm 1 Computing the Lock Causality Graph

1: Input: Local pathsx1 andx2 of T1 andT2 leading to
c1 andc2, respectively.

2: Initialize the vertices and edges ofG(x1,x2) to ∅
3: for each lockl held at locationci do
4: if c andc′ are the last statements to acquire and re-

leasel occurring alongxi andxi′ , respectively.then
5: Add edgec′ ; c to G(x1,x2).
6: end if
7: end for
8: repeat
9: for each lockl do

10: for each edgedi′ ; di of G(x1,x2) do
11: Let ai′ be the last statement to acquirel before

di′ alongxi′ andri′ the matching release forai′

12: Let ri be the first statement to releasel afterdi

alongxi andai the matching acquire forri

13: if l is held at eitherdi or di′ then
14: if there does not exist an edgebi′ ; bi such

that ri′ lies beforebi′ alongxi′ andai lies
afterbi alongxi then

15: add edgeri′ ; ai to G(x1,x2)

16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: until no new statements can be added toG(x1,x2)

21: for i ∈ [1..2] do
22: Add edges among all statements ofxi occurring in

G(x1,x2) to preserve their relative ordering alongxi

23: end for

T alongx in the order listed such that for eachi, the match-
ing release ofacqi is fired afteracqi+1 and beforeacqi+2

alongx.

Let x1 andx2 be local computations of threadsT1 andT2

leading to local control statesc1 andc2, respectively. In de-
ducing pairwise reachability ofc1 andc2, we need to check
whether there exists a valid global computation resulting
from an interleaving ofx1 andx2 leading to(c1, c2). The
lock causality graph, which we review below, has been pro-
posed [6] to answer precisely this question.

5.1 Lock Causality Graph

We motivate the concept of a lock causality graph via
the example concurrent programCP comprised of threads
T1 andT2 shown in fig 3. Suppose that we are interested in
deciding whethera6 andb8 are simultaneously reachable.
For that to happen there must exist local pathsx1 andx2 of
T1 andT2 leading toa6 andb8, respectively, along which
locks can be acquired in a consistent fashion. We start by
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void T1(){
a1: lock(l1);
a2: lock(l2);
a3: lock(l6);
a4: unlock(l1);
a5: unlock(l2);
a6: Race0;
}

void T2(void){
b1: lock(l6);
b2: lock(l2);
b3: unlock(l6);
b4: lock(l5);
b5: unlock(l5);
b6: lock(l1);
b7: unlock(l2);
b8: Race1;
}

b2

b3

a1

a2

a4

a5

a6 b8

b7

b1

a3

b6

Figure 3. An Example Program and its Lock Causality Graph
constructing alock causality graphG(x1,x2) that captures
the constraints imposed by locks on the order in which state-
ments alongx1 andx2 need to be executed in order forT1

andT2 to simultaneously reacha6 andb8. The nodes of
this graph are (the relevant) locking/unlocking statements
fired alongx1 andx2. For statementsc1 andc2 of G(x1,x2),
there exists an edge fromc1 to c2, denoted byc1 ; c2,
if c1 must be executed beforec2 in order forT1 andT2 to
simultaneously reacha6andb8.

Causality Constraints:
(a) Consider lockl1 held atb8. Note that onceT2 ac-

quires l1 at locationb6, it is not released along the path
from b6 to b8. Since we are interested in the pairwise CFL-
reachability ofa6 andb8, T2 cannot progress beyond loca-
tion b8 and therefore cannot releasel1. Thus we have that
onceT2 acquiresl1 at b6, T1 cannot acquire it thereafter. If
T1 andT2 are to simultaneously reacha6 andb8, the last
transition ofT1 that releasesl1 before reachinga6, i.e.,a4,
must be executed beforeb6. Thusa4 ; b6.

(b) Causal constraints can be deduced in another way.
Consider the constrainta4; b6. At locationb6, lock l2 is
held which was acquired atb2. Also, oncel2 is acquired
at b2 it is not released till afterT2 exitsb6. Thus if l2 has
been acquired byT1 before reachinga4 it must be released
beforeb2 (and henceb6) can be executed. In our example,
the last statement to acquirel2 beforea4 is a2. The unlock
statement corresponding toa2 is a5. Thus,a5; b2.

Computing the Lock Causality Graph. Given finite local
pathsx1 and x2 of threadsT1 and T2 leading to control
locationsc1 andc2, respectively, the procedure (see alg. 1)
to computeG(x1,x2), adds the causality constraints one-by-
one (of type (a) via steps 3-7, and of type (b) via steps 9-
19) till we reach a fixpoint. Throughout the description of
alg. 1, fori ∈ [1..2], we usei′ to denote an integer in[1..2]
other thani. Note that condition14 in the algorithm ensures
that we do not add edges representing causality constraints
that can be deduced from existing edges. Also, steps21 −
23, preserve the local causality constraints alongx1 andx2.
The causality graphG(x1,x2) for pathsx1 = a1, ..., a6 and
x2 = b1, ..., b8 is shown in figure 3.

Necessary and Sufficient Condition for CFL-
Reachability Let x1 and x2 be local computations of
T1 and T2 leading to c1 and c2. Since each causality
constraint inG(x1,x2) is a happens-beforeconstraint, we
see that in order forc1 and c2 to be pairwise reachable
G(x1,x2) has to be acyclic. In fact, it turns out that acyclicity
is also a sufficient condition.

Theorem 6. (Acyclicity) [6]. Locationsc1 andc2 are pair-
wise CFL-reachable if there exist local pathsx1 and x2

of T1 and T2, respectively, leading toc1 and c2 such that
G(x1,x2) is acyclic.

5.2 Small Model Property

We now show a small model property for pairwise CFL-
reachability by combining the lock causality graph acyclic-
ity condition and the sequential small model property. Let
(c1, c2) be pairwise reachable and letx be a global compu-
tation ofCP leading to(c1, c2). Our goal is to construct a
smaller modelyi from xi, while ensuring thatG(y1,y2) is
acyclic if and only ifG(x1,x2) is acyclic. Towards that end,
we apply the generalized sequential small model property
in a manner that preserves the lock causality graph, i.e.,
G(x1,x2) = G(y1,y2). Specifically, we use the generalized
small model property to construct a small modelyi from
xi by preserving the control states of all configurations of
xi that occur inG(x1,x2). If we can obtain a bound on the
number of configurations ofxi occurring inG(x1,x2) then
it yields a bound on the number of intermediate configura-
tions ofxi whose control states need to be preserved. Then
using the generalized small model property we immediately
get bounds on the lengths ofyi and, as a result the desired
small model for pairwise reachability of(c1, c2).

Bounding the Size of the Lock Causality Graph. In or-
der to bound the number of edges inG(x1,x2) it suffices to
focus only on thecross edges, i.e., those occurring between
statements of different threads. We start by observing that
cross edges inG(x1,x2) are of two types.

(i) Seed Edges, i.e., those added via steps 3-7 of algo-
rithm 1. Each seed edge ofG(x1,x2) occurs from the last
statement releasing a lockl alongx1 (x2) to the last state-
ment acquiring it alongx2 (x1). Clearly, there are at most
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|L| seed edges, where|L| is the number of locks inCP.
(ii) Induced Edges, i.e., those added via steps 9-19 of

algorithm 1. With any edgee′ : f ′
; g′ that is added

in an iteration of steps 9-19, we can associate an existing
(seed or induced) edgee : f ; g that inducese′ (in the
terminology of alg. 1,di′ ; di inducesri′ ; ai). Thus
if we track the induced-by relation backwards starting ate′

we will ultimately end up with a seed edge. As a result,
for each cross edgee′ in G(x1,x2) there exists a sequence
e0 : c0 ; d0, ..., en : cn ; dn, where (i)e0 is a seed
edge, (ii)en = e′, and (iii) for eachi, ei+1 is induced by
ei as described above. We refer to the sequenceej , ..., en

as alock causality sequencestarting atej and each edge
appearing in the sequence as alock causality edge.

The following result shows that if the lengths of lock
causality sequences generated byx1 and x2 are bounded
then so is the size ofG(x1,x2). This reduces the problem to
showing that under the assumption of bounded lock chains
the lengths of lock causality sequences are bounded which
is handled in the next sub-section.

Theorem 7. (Bounded Lock Causality Graph) If the
length of each lock causality sequence generated by lo-
cal pathsx1 andx2 of threadsT1 andT2, respectively, is
bounded byB, thenG(x1,x2) has at most|L|B+1 edges,
where|L| is the number of locks inCP.

Proof Sketch. To show a bound on the number of edges in
G(x1,x2), we construct a treeT whose nodes represent lock
causality edges. The children of a causality edgee in T are
all the edges induced bye. From step 9 of algorithm 1, we
see that each causality edge can induce at most|L| causality
edges. Thus each node has at most|L| children inT . Fur-
thermore, since the length of each lock causality sequence
is bounded byB the height ofT is bounded byB. Thus the
number of nodes inT which is the same as the number of
cross edges inG(x1,x2) is at most|L|B+1.

Bounding Lock Causality Sequences.The final step is
to show that the lengths of lock causality sequences gener-
ated by concurrent programs comprised of threads with lock
chains of bounded length are bounded.

Definition (Covering). We say that configurationxr oc-
curring along local computationx of threadT is covered
by a matching pair of lock acquisition/release statements
(xim

, xjm
) if xr lies betweenxim

andxjm
alongx.

Definition (Acquisition Depth). The acquisition depth of a
concurrent programCP , denoted bydacq, is the maximum
number of locks held by a thread in any reachable configu-
ration ofCP .

The following results, whose proofs can be found in [1], are
useful consequences of the bounded lock chain assumption.

Theorem 8. (Bounded Lock Acquisition). Let x′ :
xi0 , ..., xik

be a sequence of lock acquisition statements oc-
curring along a computationx of threadT such that the
lock acquired atxim

is held atxim+1
. Then if the lengths

of all lock chains inT are bounded byb, the length ofx′ is
bounded bybdacq+1.

Theorem 9. (Bounded Lock Release).Letx′ : xi0 , ..., xik

be a sequence of lock release statements occurring along
a computationx of threadT such that the lock released at
xim+1

is held atxim
. Then if the lengths of all lock chains in

T are bounded byb, the length ofx′ is bounded bybdacq+1.

Bounding the Lengths of Lock Causality Sequences.
Armed with the above results, we now go back to our goal
of bounding the lengths of lock causality sequences. Let
seqbe the lock causality sequencee0 : c0 ; d0, ..., en :
cn ; dn. In this section, we assume that the statements
c0, ..., cn occur alongx1 and the statementsd0, ..., dn along
x2. In order to boundn, we start by partitioningseqinto a
bounded number of contiguous sub-sequences.

Partitioning Lock Causality SequencesLet ei0 , ..., eim
be

the sub-sequence ofseqdefined as follows:ei0 = e0 and
for eachj ∈ [0..m − 1], let eij+1

: cij+1
; dij+1

be the
first causality edge occurring aftereij

: cij
; dij

along
seqsuch thatcij

<x1 cij+1
. Heretr <xi tr′ means that

tr is fired beforetr′ alongxi. These edges then induce the
contiguous sub-sequencesseq0,...,seqm, whereseqj is com-
prised of the lock causality edgeseij

, ..., eij+1−1. In order
to bound the length ofseqit suffices to boundm, the num-
ber of sub-sequences, and the length of each sub-sequence
seqj. The first goal is accomplished via the following result.

Theorem 10. (Bounded Partitions).The number of sub-
sequences seq0,...,seqm of seq as defined above is bounded
bybdacq+1, whereb is a bound on the lengths of lock chains.

Proof. By definition,eij+1
: cij+1

; dij+1
is the first edge

occurring aftereij
alongseqsuch thatcij

<x1 cij+1
. Let

eij+1
be induced byek : ck ; dk in G(x1,x2). By defini-

tion of cij+1
, ck ≤x1 cij

, i.e.,ck is eithercij
or ck <x1 cij

.
Sinceck ≤x1 cij

<x1 cij+1
, the only waye : cij+1

; dij+1

can be induced byek : ck ; dk via steps 9-19 of alg. 1
is if there exists a locklj+1 such thatcij+1

is a statement
releasinglj+1 and ck is covered by(ci′

j+1
, cij+1

), where

ci′
j+1

is the matching acquisition ofcij+1
alongx1. Thus

ci′
j+1

<x1 ck <x1 cij+1
. Then using the fact thatck ≤x1

cij
<x1 cij+1

, we have thatci′
j+1

<x1 cij
<x1 cij+1

. This
results in a sequenceci0 , ..., cim

of lock release statements
such that the locklj+1 released atcij+1

is held atcij
. By

the bounded lock release result, we have thatm ≤ bacqd+1

thereby yielding the desired result.

To show that the length of each lock causality sequence is
bounded, we introduce the following definition.
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Definition (Contiguous Cover) Let seq: e0 : c0 ;

d0, ..., em : cm ; dm be a lock causality sequence start-
ing at e0. Then a contiguous cover for seq is a sub-
sequence of seq of the form cov:ei0 , ..., eip

such that (i)
di0 <x2 ... <x2 dip

<x2 d0, (ii) the lock acquired atdij

is held atdij+1
alongx2, and (iii) for eachj, there exists

k such that eitherdj = dik
or dj is covered by(dik

, di′
k
),

wheredi′
k

is the matching release ofdik
alongx2.

Theorem 11 (Bounded Cover).Let seq: e0 : c0 ; d0,

..., em : cm ; dm be a lock causality sequence starting at
edgee0 such that for eachi > 0, ci <x1 c0. There exists
a contiguous cover cov:ei0 , ..., eip

of seq of length at most
bdacq+1, whereb is a bound on the lengths of lock chains.

Proof We start by observing that each edge occurring along
seq is of the formek : ck ; dk whereck <x1 c0 and
dk <x2 d0. This is because the inclusion of any edge of the
form e′ : c′ ; d′, wherec′ <x1 c0 andd0 <x2 d′ will be
dis-allowed by condition 14 of alg. 1.

We proceed by induction on the length ofseq. The result
in trivially true for all sequences of length1.

Consider a lock causality sequencee0, ..., em of length
m + 1 satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Then by
the induction hypothesis there exists a sub-sequencecov′:
ei0 , ..., eip

of seq′:e0, ..., em−1 such that (i)di0 <x2 ... <x2

dip
<x2 d0, (ii) the lock acquired atdij

is held atdij+1

alongx2, and (iii) for eachk ∈ [0..m − 1], there existsr
such that eitherdk = dir

, or dk is covered by(dir
, di′r

),
wheredi′r

is the matching release fordir
. Let edgeem :

cm ; dm be induced byek : ck ; dk, wherek < m.
By the observation at the beginning of the proof, we have
dm <x2 d0. We consider two cases. First we assume that
di0 <x2 dm <x2 d0. In that case by property (i),dm is
covered by(dir

, di′r
), for somer. Thencov′ is a contiguous

cover forseqalso. Now assume thatdm <x2< di0 ≤x2 dk.
Then from step 13 of alg. 1, it follows that the only wayem

can be induced byek with dm <x2 dk is if dm is a statement
acquiring a lockl that is held atdk. Sincel is held atdk and
sincedm <x2 di0 ≤x2 dk, we have thatl is also held atdi0 .
In that casedm, di0 , ..., dim

is a contiguous cover with the
desired property. This complete the induction step.

Theorem 12 (Bounded Causality Chains)The length of
each causality sequence seq:e0, ..., en generated by local
computationsx1 andx2 of threadsT1 andT2, respectively,
with bounded lock chains is bounded.

Proof. Let ei be the edgeci ; di. We say that a subse-
quencecov : ei0 , ..., eim

of seqis acoverfor seqif for each
ej : cj ; dj not occurring alongcovthere existsk ∈ [0..m]
such thatdj is covered by(dik

, di′
k
), wheredi′

k
is the match-

ing release fordik
alongx2. We refer to each pair(dik

, di′
k
),

whereeik
occurs incovas alink corresponding to edgeeik

of cov. With the link ln : (dik
, di′

k
), we can associate the

lock acquired bydik
which we denote bylln.

We start by identifying a cover forseq. Towards that end,
we first partitionseqinto at mostbdacq+1 contiguous sub-
sequencesseq0,...,seqp as defined in the discussion leading
to thm. 10. Eachseqj satisfies the conditions of thm. 11
which enables us to construct a contiguous covercovj for
seqj. Then the sub-sequencescov0,...,covp form the desired
covercov. By thm. 10,p ≤ bdacq+1. Furthermore, by thm.
11, the size, i.e., the number of statements, of each cover
covj is at mostbdacq+1. This results in a cover forseqof
size at mostB = b2dacq+2.

Each contiguous covercovj further partitions the se-
quenceseqj into at mostbdacq+1 contiguous sub-sequences
seq0j ,...,subqj . Indeed, ifseqj is the sequencef0, ..., fg and
covj is the sub-sequencefl0 , ..., flh then the partitionseqrj
is comprised of the edgesflr−1+1, ..., flr−1. Note that we
do not include the edges ofcovj in the resulting partitions.
By combining the two step partitioning process, i.e., first of
seqinto seqj and then ofseqj into seqrj , we partitionseq
into at mostB contiguous subsequences.

We can now repeat the above argument for each of the
sub-sequencesseqrj to generate a cover forseqrj of length at
mostB and use that to partitionseqrj into at mostB parti-
tions. Carrying out this procedure recursively, we can ex-
haust all the statementse0, ..., en, i.e., when all partitions
are of size0. This allows us to generate a treeT whose
nodes represent partitions generated in the recursive pro-
cess defined above. The children of a noden representing
partitionseq, say, are all the partitions generated by a cover
of seq (of size at mostB). We associate the statements of
the cover (which are not included in any of the resulting
partitions) withn. In this way we end up associating every
statement ine0, ..., en with at least one node ofT .

Since the cover of each partition is of size at mostB, we
have that each node inT has at mostB children. Moreover,
let n0, ..., na be a path inT wheren0 is the root representing
the original sequencee0, ..., en. Consider a causality edge
e : c ; d associated with nodena. Thene occurs in the
partition represented by each of its ancestorsnb, where0 <

b ≤ a. By our construction, for eachb the edgee (which
occurs in the partition represented bynb) is such thatd is
covered by some linklnb, say, corresponding to an edge
eb in the cover for the partition represented by its parent
nb−1. Then for eachb, the lockllnb

is held atd. Moreover,
since the causality edgeeb corresponding tolnb occurs in
the cover fornb−1 it cannot occur in any of the partitions
associated with the nodesnb+1, ..., na. Thus all the locks
lln1

, ..., llna
are different. Since the number of locks that

can be held atd is at mostdacq, we see thata ≤ dacq, i.e.,
the height ofT is at mostdacq. Thus the number of nodes in
T is at most1+B+ ...+B

dacq ≤ B
dacq+1. Since with each

node ofT we have associated at mostB edges and since
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each edge ine0, ..., en is associated with at least one node
of T , we have that the total number of edges ine0, ..., en is
at mostBB

dacq+1 = B
dacq+2 yielding the result.

Concurrent Small Model Property. As discussed be-
fore, in computing a small modelyi for xi, we preserve
the control states of configurationsCi of xi occurring in
G(x1,x2). By applying thms. 5, 7 and 12, we see that under
the assumption of bounded lock chains the length ofyi is
bounded. In addition, if a lockl is held at a configuration
c ∈ Ci, we also need to preserve the appropriate locking
and unlocking statements ofl in case they don’t already
occur in G(x1,x2). Moreover, each of these newly added
locking/unlocking statementsd could induce further lock-
ing/unlocking statements corresponding to locks held atd

that need to be preserved, and so on. However, under the
assumption that the lengths of lock chains in each thread are
bounded byB, we can show via an argument similar to that
used in thm. 7 that the number of ‘extra’ locking/unlocking
statements that need to be preserved is at most|L|B+1 for
every configuration inCi.

As a final step, we need to show thatG(y1,y2) =
G(x1,x2). This follows easily from the simple observation
that in constructingyi from xi we do not add new state-
ments but only delete statements fromxi. Thus the last
statement to acquire and release a lockl alongxi (which is
preserved via our construction) is still the last statementto
acquire/releasel alongyi. This ensures that the seed edges
of G(y1,y2) andG(x1,x2) are the same. Moreover, by using
induction and exploiting the above observation, it is easy to
prove that the induced edges ofG(y1,y2) andG(x1,x2) are
also the same. This leads us to our main result.

Theorem 13 (Concurrent Small Model Property)Let c1

andc2 be pairwise reachable control locations of PDSsT1

andT2, respectively, in concurrent programCP. Then if the
length of each lock chain inT1 andT2 is bounded byb there
exists a boundB such that there is computation ofCP of
length at mostB leading to a global state withT1 andT2

in control statesc1 andc2, respectively. Moreover,B is a
function ofb and the number of locks inCP.

6 Conclusion

Among prior work on the verification of concurrent
programs, [4] attempts to generalize the techniques given
in [2] to model check pushdown systems communicating
via CCS-style pairwise rendezvous. However, since even
reachability is undecidable for such a framework, the pro-
cedures are not guaranteed to terminate, in general, but only
for certain special cases, some of which the authors iden-
tify. The key idea here is to restrict interaction among the
threads so as to bypass the undecidability barrier. Another
natural way to obtain decidability is to explore the state
space of the given concurrent multi-threaded program for

a bounded number of context switches among the threads
both for model checking [11] and dataflow analysis [10].

The framework of Asynchronous Dynamic Pushdown
Networks has been proposed recently [3]. It allows com-
munication via shared variables which makes the model
checking problem undecidable. Decidability is ensured by
allowing only a bounded number of updates to the shared
variables. Dataflow analysis for asynchronous programs
wherein threads can fork off other threads but where threads
are not allowed to communicate with each other has also
been explored [13, 5] and was shown to be EXPSPACE-
hard, but tractable in practice.

We have shown how to extend the decidability envelope
for pairwise CFL-reachability to concurrent programs with
non-nested locks that can be captured via bounded lock
chains. A desirable feature of our technique is that we show
small model properties that reduce the problem of deciding
pairwise CFL-reachability to model checking a finite state
system thereby enabling us to leverage powerful state space
exploration techniques. Finally, our new results enable us
to provide a more refined characterization of decidability of
pairwise CFL-reachability in terms of boundedness of lock
chains instead of nestedness of locks.
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